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Appointment of 9th United Nations Secretary General
The United Nations as the most significant organization since 1945 has played a key role in global issues in multiple
areas such as maintaining peace and security, environmental problems, global terrorism, women issues,
Development of countries, eradicating poverty, fighting crimes and other numerous spheres. Along with the

United Nations activities, The Security Council and Secretariat as United Nations main bodies have
primary responsibility, under the UN Charter, for the maintenance of international peace and security and
other arising issues of the day.
Considering the remarkable importance of secretary general’s role in international relations and The republic of
Angola’s political position which is based on the main principles and objectives of the UN Charter, we would like to
express our position as a Security Council non-permanent member in order to selecting qualified security general
with regard to following statement:
Today, international community would need a Secretary General who puts his talent and wisdom to help our world
reaches it’s essential needs such as maintaining peace and security, improving international relations, strengthen
international cooperation, Development of countries, fighting global terrorism, considering Environmental and
refugees problems which will be led to a concrete contribution to global peace, and to a better world for present
and future generations.
Drawing from its own experience as a nation, Angola considers Peace, Security, Conflict Prevention and
Humanitarian aid missions as fundamental premises for development, democracy and the promotion and respect
for the human rights. Consequently, We believes that the member states need a Secretary general who is capable
of promoting international peace and security, acting quickly and effectively in conflict situations and addressing
the most pressing challenges of our time. To fulfill his goal, we will support the viewpoints aligned with intensifying
efforts to achieve a more efficient Secretariat through the process of promote the dialogue amongst civilizations as
an essential tool to the culture of peace and conflict prevention and addressing global issues decisively as well.
Also, Angola welcomes strengthen of the role of women in international affairs within the spirit of the secretary
general’s glance and under his Auspices.
The Republic of Angola, as a state member of the African union will encourage a Secretary General who will give
new hope to distressed people, takes adequate measures to defeat Boko-Haram and provide assistance to the
millions of people in desperate need. Despite progress in the fight against Boko-Haram, the terrorists are still active

in the region and continuing their rampage of terror, death and destructions. Another problem African countries
like Angola are suffering from is food insecurity and malnutrition. The recurring nature of food insecurity and
poverty in the region requires boarding efforts of a Secretary General who can prevent or decrease hunger and
malnutrition and ensure recovery to communities in distress.
Moreover, our country needs to reach to a sustainable development through International cooperation with
developed countries. Thus our country as a least developed country which situated in the southern Africa tends to
offer a regional voice, as well as a strong and credible regional leadership that can contribute to the secretary
general cooperate more closely with regional organizations and encourage the development plans and programs
besides counter terrorism measures.

